For an Indo-UK collaborative research on South Asian monsoon funded by the Ministry of Earth Sciences under its National Monsoon Mission Programme, applications are invited for three JRF positions. The Maximum duration is 2 years.

Job Description: To work under the supervision of IMD Officials at Mausam Bhavan, New Delhi or at any other IMD Centre recommended by the DGM IMD. Help in coordinating the field phase, collect and compile various field and model output data, carry out data analysis, report preparation and any other project related work assigned by the supervisor.

Qualification: BE/B.Tech (CS/ IT/ ECE/ Electrical)/MCA/MSc (Physics/ Meteorology/ Atmospheric Science/ Mathematics/ Electronics/ Statistics) with qualification in any national level test such as CSIR-UGC, GATE, JEST, etc. or M.Tech in Meteorology/Atmospheric Sciences.

Monthly Remuneration: Rs. 25,000/- + 30% HRA

e-mail to the application along with CV to bhat@caos.iisc.ernet.in. State the subject as :IMDJRF

Application deadline: 20 April 2016